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GALLIPOLI 

Gallipoli is the peninsular west of the Dardanelles Straits in 

Turkey. The Straits link the Aegean to the Black Sea through to 

the capital Constantinople (now Istanbul). The land is rocky and 

inhospitable with steep sided hills and very little water. 

 

Gallipoli is also the name of the ill-fated campaign of 1915. Turkey joined Germany 

late in 1914, so the Allies planned to capture Constantinople, and attack Germany 

through “the back door”. 

Allied troops (including a large contingent from Australia and New Zealand – the 

Anzacs) were sent to Gallipoli in April 1915. The campaign was a disaster, and the 

conditions horrendous. The troops were successfully evacuated by the end of the 

year but with a quarter of a million casualties on both sides, Gallipoli was a total 

failure. 

George Venn was born in Ribblebank, Langcliffe in 1889. He served with the 

Clitheroe Police. With the outbreak of war, George had joined the Military Police. He 

was on his way out to Gallipoli aboard HMS Hythe (a former cross channel paddle 

driven ferry) on 28th October when it collided with HMS Sarnia in the dark. The 

Hythe sank rapidly and George and 128 others were drowned. 

Fred Bullock was from Settle and worked as a Telegraph Linesman at Settle Station. 

He volunteered in 1914, joined the Royal Engineers but attached to the East 

Lancashire Regiment.  With them he landed on “V” beach on 7th July. They found 

themselves enduring trench warfare, heavy bombardments and failed attacks, stifling 

heat with unsanitary conditions and bitter cold by autumn. He survived and was then 

sent to Palestine. 
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 On 18 December, the East Lancashire Regiment left Gallipoli for Lemnos. 

 This is part of a poem written by Fred. There is more about Fred and George 

in the folders. 

 Whilst in reserve in September, Fred was employed in road building 

 Map showing position of Gallipoli and Constantinople 

 Map showing where Fred landed on V beach.  The conditions were awful – “It 

was always a fight as to whether you or they (the flies) got your food first and 

it wasn’t always you who won” 

 Corporal George Venn was married to Maggie and they had 2 children.  
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